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Hazard Impact Factsheet:
Earthquake – Magnitude 7 – 7.9 (Major)

Definition
The Earth’s crust is made up of tectonic plates that
slowly move over time. An earthquake is usually the
sudden movement of the crust due to a build-up of
energy and stress being abruptly released. This
sudden release of energy causes seismic waves which
can be used to tell the magnitude of the quake. Usually
the higher the magnitude the greater the damage, with
the highest ever recorded at 9.5.

What you will most likely find on arrival
The intensity of a quake can vary due to multiple factors, for example how deep in the
ground the earthquake is, if the epicentre is in an urban or rural area or the population
density of the area.
The pre-earthquake state of the country will greatly affect the impact as some areas
have been designed to withstand earthquakes and have pre planned responses in
place, however other areas may already be struggling with poverty etc. so more
vulnerable to extensive damage. On average though with magnitude 7 there will be
damage to most buildings e.g. severe damage, shift from foundations or collapsed.
The ground will most likely be cracked and suffer from landslides which will most likely
effect infrastructure. It will be most likely felt over a great distance up to 250km from
the epicentre with a death toll around 0-250,000. Be aware of aftershocks, on average
the bigger the main quake the more and larger the aftershocks.
Impact/ Likely
Devastation

Effect for aid work

Death toll can be high - Build-up of dead bodies could lead to disease issues and in water
dense area cholera could become an issue. WASH, Health

- Death of trained personal and local counter parts could make co-
ordinating with local administrations etc. difficult.

- Create a labour deficit – issue of either hiring outside skilled staff
who don’t know local culture etc. or training local staff who know
local culture etc. but aren’t skilled.

Damage to buildings
– partial or total
collapse, severe
damage, or move
from foundation.

- Lack of places to set up a base, could mean a distance between
affected area and headquarters.

- Search and rescue may be required
- Large number of displaced and homeless. Shelter
- Large numbers of injured from falling debris etc. Health
- Damaged building may need to be demolished and families

educated on why the property isn’t safe.
- Lack of skilled construction workers. Shelter
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- Loss of building may also mean loss of personal items, so supply
and distribution of non-food items Shelter

Damage to transport
infrastructure –
Rails bend,
subsidence could
damage roads.

- Logistical issues as lack of modes in which to transport supplies.
Food, Shelter, Health

- Ability of the affect population to get to Health facilities will be
limited

- Will require projects to repair but again a lack of skilled workers
could affect this.

- Trade for the affected population may become difficult. Food
Damage to WASH
type infrastructure.

- Lack of access to clean water due to pipeline destroyed or
disturbance to ground water affecting wells

- Sewage channels may be disrupted could lead to drastic Health
issues

- Distribution of basic hygiene supplies i.e. soap needed
- If camps develop they will need WASH provisions. Shelter

Additional challenges - Gas pipes may burst causing fires meaning more damage and
loss of woodland/crops etc. Food, Health, Shelter

- Electricity supplies may be damaged so means of power may
need to be sourced.

- Education on preparing for future disasters may need to be
provided

Famous Example
Haiti 2010 – figures taken from the DEC
Before the earthquake, Haiti was 145th of 169 on the
UN Human Development Index with 70% of people
living on less than US$2. In addition, 86% of those
living in Port au Prince (the capital) were in slum
conditions; basic, poor constructions and tightly
packed. These preconditions set Haiti up to have a
very low capacity to cope with and a high vulnerability
to a major earthquake. The quake caused 19 million
cubic metres of debris in Port-au-Prince, which would
require a clean-up initiative or programme. 60% of
government buildings and administration buildings were destroyed and 25% of civil
servants died, causing issues for capacity of the government, working with the
government and a limited number of buildings available for use. At the peak of the
disaster, one and a half million people were living in camps with high risks of storms
and flooding. An outbreak of Cholera in October 2010 was an added challenge which
meant drugs and centres were needed for cholera treatment. Aid workers also had to
set up methods to protect camp residents from forced evictions and the health care
systems ability to response drastically needed assistance.

End Note: Depending on location of earthquake you may want to consult the Disaster
Fact sheets for Volcanoes (if one is on the same fault line as the earthquake) or
Tsunami (if the earthquake epicentre was at sea).
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